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THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT ON

TARTAGAL ORIENTAL AND

MORILLO CONCESSIONS

IN THE PROVINCE OF SALTA, ARGENTINA

The Board wishes to inform the Shareholders and the potential investors that:

(1) the spudding of HLG.St.EP.x-2001 has commenced on 9 September 2017; and

(2) the Group submitted the application for the extension of the T&M Concessions in

March 2017 and the decree granting the extension is expected within a reasonable

period of time.

This announcement is made by New Times Energy Corporation Limited (the ‘‘Company’’,

together with its subsidiaries, the ‘‘Group’’) on a voluntary basis. The purpose of this

announcement is to keep the shareholders of the Company (the ‘‘Shareholders’’) and the

potential investors informed of the latest development on the Tartagal Oriental & Morillo

Concessions (the ‘‘T&M Concessions’’).

The board (the ‘‘Board’’) of directors (the ‘‘Directors’’) of the Company is pleased to

announce the spudding of El Pacará x-2001 Exploration Well (the ‘‘HLG.St.EP.x-2001’’)

operated by the branch office of the wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, High Luck

Group Limited, in Argentina has commenced on 9 September 2017 (Argentina time).

HLG.St.EP.x-2001 is located in the Tonono region of the Tartagal Oriental block in the

Province of Salta in northern Argentina. The block forms part of the T&M Concessions, in

which the Group has a 69.25% interest.

The total planned drill depth of HLG.St.EP.x-2001 is 2,913 meters below ground level. The

main targets are the sandy levels of the Tupambi Formation, and sandy intercalations of the

Upper Part of Los Monos Formation.
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For the said drilling works in respect of HLG.St.EP.x-2001, the Group is currently using its

own drilling rig which was imported from China in January 2015. The drilling rig had been

held for 18 months (for which the Group was not provided with any official reason) before it

was released from the Argentina Customs in July 2016. The Group spent a significant

amount of time and resources over the past year refurbishing the drilling rig for the drilling

of HLG.St.EP.x-2001.

As disclosed in the 2017 interim report of the Company, the exploration permits in respect

of the T&M Concessions expired on 13 September 2017 and the application for a two years’

extension was filed by the Group in March 2017 to the Secretary of Energy in the Province

of Salta in Argentina. It is the Group’s understanding that the directors of legal, accounting

and technical departments of the Secretary of Energy office have approved the application

for the extension in May 2017. However, as of the date of this announcement, the decree

granting the extension of the T&M Concession is still pending.

In this connection, the Group has obtained a legal opinion from an independent Argentinian

legal counsel stating that it is likely the formal decree for the extension will be granted to

the Group within a reasonable period of time, and that the likelihood of the government

denying the extension is remote.

Furthermore, as it is not unusual in Argentina for formal decrees to be retrospectively issued

anywhere up to 6 months after the expiration date of the exploration permits, the Directors

concur with the recommendation of the independent Argentinian legal counsel in the

Province of Salta that the Group to continue with its normal course of business, and that the

absence of the said decree will not have any immediate operational and financial impact on

the Group.
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